This research presents an efficient vector diffraction theory to calculate transmissive fields of computer-generated holograms (CGH) with pixels at a subwavelength scale.
The intensity profile of optical fields can be manipulated by using a computer-generated digital phase raster, also called a computer-generated hologram (CGH). Physically, CGH is illuminated by a monochromatic beam that is relayed to a focusing objective, and the intensity distribution is produced at the focal plane of the objective. The hologram in general is implemented in a spatial light modulator (SLM) 1,2 or similar technology, and leads to a wide range of applications utilizing CGHs 3-6 . In recent decades, with great progress on photo-lithography technology, fabricating optical elements with pixel pitch at the subwavelength scale has became feasible and economical 7 . The emerging vectorial effect of a light beam accordingly encourages more advanced applications, such as the vector holographic optical trap and metalens [8] [9] [10] , but brings forth the issue about the invalidation 8 of the conventional scalar diffraction theory (SDT) 11, 12 .
In contrast to SDT, calculating CGH by rigorous electromagnetic computational methods to generate a high-quality arbitrary intensity distribution is still a challenging problem, due to the costly computation resources associated with its area, the lack of periodicity, the excessive pixel parameters, and the interactive vector states of pixel fields obeying Maxwell's equations. Up to now, a small amount of literature has reported on designing CGHs with a sub-wavelength pixel size, including the micro-genetic algorithm FDTD method 13 using time-consuming searching characters, the Gerchberg-Saxton-algorithm FDTD method 14 that is valid for particular paraxial functions, the iterative optimization algorithm 15 for aperiodic 1D beam splitters, and the two-step genetic algorithm 8 for 2D µm-scale beam splitters. In this paper, we describe an efficient vector diffraction theory, the optical tight-binding (OTB) model, to design macroscopic (mm-to cm-scale diameter) CGHs functioning under arbitrary intensity profiles.
Before giving the mathematical details of the OTB model, we briefly discuss common operations on CGH problems: design a CGH that will convert a light field E ij,in at the input plane of CGH into a target intensity distribution I pq,targ at the focal plane of the focusing optics (see Fig. 1 ). Here, the suffixes (i, j) and (p, q) index the pixel coordinates at the input plane of CGH and at the focal plane, respectively. This work adopts the simulated annealing (SA) optimization operations 12 to enable the treatment of vector states of light.
The SA operations can be decomposed into several steps as in Fig. 1 . In the initialization step, a guess CGH pattern, as well as the mathematically corresponding optical transfer matrix T
ij , is given as a starting point, and the transmissive CGH fields for the first
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of the simulated annealing specifies the range of perturbation probability during iteration n. Each iteration n of the loop begins by sequentially disturbing every CGH pixel (i
according to Boltzmann probability p(∆η) = exp(−∆η/K n ) with ∆η = η 1 − η 0 (the suffixes i ′ j ′ of η are omitted for simplification) to realize I pq,targ . Here, η δ is the figure-of-error 12 that defines the mean-square error between the reconstructed intensity | E (n) pq,fp (δ)| 2 and the target intensity I pq,targ . η δ=1 and η δ=0 represent the CGH pattern after and before disturbing the pixel (i ′ , j ′ ), i.e. with and without a disturbed transfer matrix term δT
ij,CGH (δ)] at the focal plane is modeled using a Fourier transform F, which assumes paraxial approximation for the focusing optics. The iterative loop n is terminated once the figure-of-error converges on a value below a given threshold,
On the basis of ray optics, conventional scalar models 11, 12, 16 simplify the transfer matrix as a scalar complex coefficient in Fig. 3 , where Ω is a constant 3x3M-matrix that can be pre-determined with given optical set-ups by fitting rigorous electromagnetic simulations. Φ ij,NN is 3Mx3 matrix, which labels whether the local pixel ij and other finite NN ones occupy (label 1) or non-occupy (label 0) the corresponding basis state (see The relevant parameters are: the normalized pixel size Λ/λ = 0.7, the quantized pixel thickness λ/2, the total pixel number 65x65, the refractive index of the materials n = 1.5, and the usage of 3x3-NN OTB approximation. The constant matrix Ω is pre-computed by fitting optics of all possible patterns in a 3x3-pixel block using RCWA. Numerical results indicate that the CGH by SDT characterizes strong zero-order intensity in the far-field, and expresses an incorrect intensity distribution as observing its accurate optics (by FDTD).
The CGHs from the OTB models, however, give more accurate optics similar to the target, although the results reveal a trade-off property between accuracy and efficiency (By comparing structures II to IV, it is found that the intensity of the far-filed becomes more accurate as increasing the number of basis states in computations). In Fig. 6 , we evaluate another star-wireframe example, with different parameters including the normalized grid pitch Λ/λ = 0.4, the quantized pixel thickness λ, the pixel number 121x121, and the usage of 5x5-NN OTB approximation. The result shows that the higher-order OTB can function correctly for CHGs having pixels at a lower scale. 
